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protection against libel suits, probably reached many more
through loan and word of mouth than the hundred and
fifty thousand families on their combined mailing lists.
The New Deal also took a hand in the matter. Besides
short-lived efforts under the NRA, it set up the AAA's Con-
sumers' Counsel, which in partnership with the Bureau of
Agricultural Economics, Bureau of Home Economics and
Bureau of Labor Statistics, inaugurated a biweekly bulletin
called the Consumers' Guide. In addition, the Federal Trade
Commission from 1934 onward obliged many advertisers to
correct errors and temper the exuberance of their claims, and
the Wheeler-Lea act in 1938 considerably strengthened such
controls. Meanwhile demands increased for a sweeping mod-
ernization of the pure-food and drug act of 1906, notably
after the death of over seventy users of an "Elixir Sulfanila-
mide" purveyed by a drug company. Despite apathy by the
press and open hostility from many commercial concerns, but
under urgent pressure from women's organizations, the food,
drug and cosmetic act of June 24, 1938, scrapped obsolete
legislation and widened the domain of federal authority, re-
quiring adequate testing of new drugs before their introduc-
tion to the market, sharply defining adulteration and mis-
branding and prohibiting deceptions effected by containers
and labels.
If the consumer had the cash or credit, he could buy more
commodities—for health, efficiency, convenience and luxury
—than any earlier American had been able to command*
Multiplying the marvels of synthetic chemistry, industrial
research poured forth a stream of new and attractive wares
at low cost. Between 1920 and 1940 the number of indus-
trial research laboratories grew from three hundred to more
than two thousand, the scientists and technical experts they
employed from six thousand to sixty, with General Electric,
Du Pont, Radio Corporation of America and Westinghouse
setting the pace. The miracles of applied chemistry shielded
several big concerns from the worst consequences of the De-

